ETCS Student Needs Initiative in support of the Strategic Plan
AY 2018 – 19 Functional Requirements

Category 1: Feedback on academic performance and progress
FR: Understand the information that students need about academic feedback and support
FR: Provide students the information and support they need to proactively manage their success
FR: Provide feedback to students in a timely manner
FR: Intervene for students when academic performance drops in courses

Category 2: Hands-on educational experiences such as co-ops, internships and projects
FR: Help students understand and experience their future profession/career
FR: Facilitate student-to-student collaboration
FR: Integrate student work experiences in the curriculum
FR: Help students make good career decisions
FR: Investigate experiences / practices / opportunities relevant to work in region

Category 3: Course schedules and course schedule availability
FR: Publish course offerings for 1 ½ years in advance for all ETCS programs, graduate and undergraduate

Category 4: Relationships with faculty and other college personnel
FR: Encourage open dialog and empathy between students and faculty and staff

Category 5: Relationships with industry representatives
FR: Build strong relationships of students with their profession and relevant local industry

Category 6: Academic Advising
FR: Offer standardized advising that uses best practices to meet student needs (roadmap)
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